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About This Game

A shadow of evil has fallen on the kingdom of Ancaria. It is a time for champions - a time to journey into the perilous world of
SACRED. Battle blood-thirsty orcs & lumbering ogres... Destroy undead wizards & rotting mummies... Slay hellish demons &
legendary dragons. With blazing magic & sharpened steel, prepare to embark on an epic quest of fantasy adventure & heroism.
SACRED GOLD is the complete SACRED collection in one box, containing the full version of SACRED, winner of the 'Best

Roleplaying Game 2004' award from PC GAMER, Sacred Plus and Sacred Underworld.
SACRED - The new name in Action-RPGs. SACRED delivers a huge, elaborate world comprising 16 regions beset with heroic
quests, battle-hardened warriors and horrific enemies. Ancaria consists of highly detailed landscapes, complete with villages and

towns, and also features a day/night cycle with varying weather systems. Regions vary from forests and mountains to deserts,
catacombs and ice-covered landmasses. More than three quarters of the world is open to the players from the very start - no

unlocks needed.
SACRED Plus - Incorporates all of the feedback from the player community since the first release of SACRED. This includes

an optimized interface, and many completely new features: two new regions, two additional main quests, new item sets and
weapons, and many new creature types which make adventuring in Ancaria even more dangerous.
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SACRED Underworld - Ancaria is facing a threat far greater than ever before. The now familiar world continues to evolve,
with existing SACRED players able to import their old characters into the Underworld.

Choose from eight heroic characters: Gladiator, Seraphim, Battlemage, Wood Elf, Vampiress, Daemon, and Dwarf.

Hundreds of unique weapons, armors and set items - collect artifacts and forge all-powerful weapons!

Learn Combat Arts, develop new skills, and customize devastating combo-attacks.

A huge world open to explore from the outset.

An epic RPG and enthralling storyline with over 30 main quests & 200 sub-quests and dynamic quests.
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Title: Sacred Gold
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
Ascaron Entertainment ltd.
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 14 Aug, 2006

 a09c17d780 

Minimum: 

Supported OS: Windows 2000/XP

Processor: Intel Pentium® III 800 MHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 16 MB DirectX 8 compatible graphics card

DirectX: DirectX® 9.0c

Sound: DirectX compatible sound card

Hard Drive: 2 GB HD Space

English
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It runs on windows 10, go into config in the local files and check off 32 bit color depth and video compatibility mode!

. I miss playing Sacred, but this version crashes my PC so hard I need to restore a backup.
Inexcusable. Until\/unless the serious issues running this game on current Windows can be addressed, I must advise you avoid
this classic.. Great open world RPG with a really nice graphics style and decent gameplay. There's hours and hours of content
here. Just make sure to go into the config exec in the game files and tick all the boxes so the game doesn't crash on startup.. This
game is just as much fun to play as it was when it came out back in the mid 2000s.
For me it works fine on Windows 10 and I've never had any problem while running the game, although others have encountered
dificulties on this OS.

It's definitely worth a try.. Caveat before I start: There may be difficulty getting the game to play on Windows 10. I'll give
instructions for what fixed it for me at the end of this review.

This is one of my favorite older games.

Positives:
1) Movement is mouse-driven. (I personally hate aswd.)
2) Eight classes to play.
3) Each class has a different starting point and slightly different story line.
4) Each class is unique from the others with very different skills.
5) Very large, open-world with many dungeons as well.
6) Variety of new monsters with different mechanics in each area of the map.
7) Very few travel restrictions to different areas. Be prepared to die if you are not leveled. :)
8) Lots and lots of amusing dialogue and quips from interactive villagers\/graves\/monsters.
9) Lots of things to explore.
10) Hidden caches everywhere.
11) Great graphic detailing that adds a lot of interest.
12) Many side quests, side stories, hidden quests to find if you want to hunt for them.
13) Rich in lore if you like reading.
14) Wait 'til you find the DRAGONS!
15) Many hours of playtime.
16) Failed side-quests are not game-breakers because there are so many. Some will change the story slightly depending on how
you answer. Do extra saves before you agree to iffy ones and then you can just reload an old save if you don't like the outcome
of the quest.

Negatives:
1) Easy to make your character a god once your figure out one particular secret.
2) Just a few of the dungeons are quite monochromatic, which, to me, is boring.
3) The generous inventory can fill up quickly at higher levels.
4) You must manually save on a frequent basis so you don't lose your progress. The game will not save for you.
5) On older machines the game may load slowly.

I have never had trouble starting the game before until I changed to a Windows 10 computer. Here is how I fixed it:

Go to your Steam Library and right-click on the game. Click on the following:

Properties
Local Files
Browse Local Files

Find the file "Config.exe". Right click on it and choose run. A pop-up window for Sacred Gold will appear. Click on "32 bit
color depth". DO NOT CHANGE ANYTHING ELSE. Just click on OK and exit any other pop-up windows to return to your
Steam Library. Now you will, hopefully, be able to run the game.
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Extra Tip: If you ever ask Steam to verify the files for this game, it will un-check the "32 bit color depth" box and you will have
to redo the above steps before loading the game again.. I took a chance on this game for two bucks it never loaded on my PC
even after a reinstall. Maybe a buyer be warning should be in its description. This is not the first time an inexpensive game has
done this from Steam I'm just getting sick of shrugging it off . If a game doesn't run it should be taken down.. I discovered this
game back in 00s, as a "Diablo but with better graphics", however I fell in love with it for Sacred itself.
It is a bit grindy, but I guess I'm addicted. During all these years I'm still returning. I managed to install it to my windows10 and
still pretty much enjoy the game.
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